CORONAVIRUS ORDERS EASED

Bay Area worshippers come in from the cold

By Elliott Almond
elmond@bayareanewsgroup.com

Montherhood Church in Redwood City led by pastor Derick Scott.

Vaccine list leaves some sick on sidelines
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Pandemic economy

Skyrocketing rent debt not just for poor

Tech worker, roommate owe landlord $43,804 after layoffs

By Maggie Anget
mantage@bayareanewsgroup.com

SAN JOSE

Billboard industry takes on public in digital-sign wars

City Council to weigh decadelong ban, may allow some lighted signage

By Lisa M. Krieger
lakrieger@bayareanewsgroup.com

With damaged airways, Kai Levengood, 15, breathes using an inhaler to help him gasp for air even the most routine viral ailments.

With vaccine doses still scarce, California on Friday unveiled a list of high-risk conditions and disabilities that enumerate the next phase of vaccinations.
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It’s been more than three decades since a new billboard was approved in San Jose, and residents want to make sure the city’s decadelong ban against new ones won’t be for naught.

San Jose residents — most of whom returned to the sanctuary doors Sunday at St. Anthony Catholic Church in Menlo Park.
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More than one in seven California renters were behind on their rent payments at the end of last month, according to Census Bureau surveys.

Although not every facility took advantage of the decision to permit indoor services at 25% capacity — and indoor services remain banned in Santa Clara County — some people who returned to the sanctuary of their spiritual homes expressed joy to participate in a group ritual to the vital health of their hearts, minds and souls.

“I’ve always looked at church as a hospital,” said Debra Brown, a member of the Mark Methodist Church in Redwood City. “This is a place you come to to get fixed” for spiritual ailments, he added.

Redwood City. “This is a place you come to to get fixed” for spiritual ailments, he added.

With vaccine doses still scarce, California on Friday unveiled a list of high-risk conditions and disabilities that enumerate the next phase of vaccinations.
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Nury Palomares, center, hugs son Milan, 6, while attending services at Rishi City Church in Redwood City on Sunday. The church was able to hold indoor services for the first time in almost a year under restrictions eased by the Supreme Court.
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